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3) would like to dedicate this year's Town Report to the men and women who are serving in our armed
ser\ices.
Over the past year we have seen the devastation of 9-1 1. terrorist attacks on U. S. citizens and property
overseas, and terrorist alerts in our own country. The countr\' has readied itself for war on terrorists and
now war with Iraq.
Active soldiers as well as reservists are serving our country here and abroad. Family life has been
disrupted and has become unsettled. Residents of Atkmson. their families and friends have been called
to active duty or are awaiting the call. Members of our communit> are overseas now and readying for
battle. As they give of themselves, we can give a little back to them with this dedication. Our thanks go
out to them and our hopes for a safe and speedy journey.
In Recognition
^Wirs. Lillian Isabelle White is our oldest citizen, at 102 years young, moving to the Rockingham
Nursing Home at the age of 96. She is the daughter of Oliver Eugene Buzzell and Mary Louise Gynon,
born September 25, 1900. She moved to Maple Avenue in Atkinson after her marriage to George W.
White. She met her husband while a member of the Salvation Army, playing the trumpet in the band.
Mrs. White was noted throughout the town for her cooking, especially her pastries and pies. Neighbors
and friends were constantly dropping by because of the sweet aroma originating from her kitchen. She
was always feeding the children in the neighborhood, that came to visit one of her 10 children, with her
delights. She was a lover of poems; enjoying reading and reciting them to others. Mrs. White was noted
for her singing voice, she sang solo at the Unitarian Church, now the location of the Atkinson Police
Station.
Mr. White was Selectmen from 1952-1963. Some of the meetings were held at Mr. White's home. After
the meetings Mrs. White fed all the Selectmen and those that had come for the meeting with her pies.
Both were active Grange members, participating in a wide range of activities, both rising to the post of
Pomona. Mrs. White received her 50-year pin from the Atkinson Grange.
She has 23 Grandchildren, 39 Great Grandchildren, and 28 Great-Great Grandchildren.
Mrs. White is a likable lady who has a twinkle in her eye. She is respected by all of her family and
friends.
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Former I o/unteer Fire Department
GARY CERENO
1952-2002
Former Recreation Commission member
JOHN W. HOLBROOK
1934-2002




Former Animal Control Officer
CLEMENT M. NEILY
1915-2002
Former Selectmen and Police Officer
Town Officials
Representatives to the General Court
The Honorable Natalie F. Flanagan, District 78
The Honorable George D. Wmchell, District 78
The Honorable Charles Morse, District 22
2002 Elected Officials
Moderator Term Expires
Francis G. Polito 2003
Board of Selectmen
Joseph A. DeRosa, Chair 2003
Barbara L. Stewart 2004
Brian J. Boyle 2005
Town Clerk
Linda S. Jette 2003
Tax Collector
Debra L. DeSimone 2003
Treasurer
Susan B. Coppeta 2004
Cemetery Trustees
Dale A. Childs, Chair 2004
Loretta M. Buczynski, Resigned 2003
Donald L. Murphy 2005
Code of Ethics Committee
Robert A. Murad, Chair 2005
Peter A. Lewis, Resigned 2003
Gregory D. Longtine 2004
Michael J. Mascola 2005
E. Richard O'Leary 2003
Richard L. Smith 2004
Library Trustees
Jamison L. Tomasek, Chair 2004
Joan I. Goff 2005
Joseph A. Holland 2004
Patricia E. Macomber 2003
Elaine M. Woodbury 2003
Municipal Budget Committee
Janine M. Standley-Sawyer, Chair.... 2005
Paul A.Sullivan, Vice-Chair 2003
Municipal Budget Cominittee {Cont'd)
Mark Acciard 2004
Jane E. Cole 2005
David H. Paquette 2003
Brian J. Boyle, ex officio
Road Agent
Edward A. Stewart 2003
Supervisors of the Checklist
Martha E. MacDonald, Chair 2008
Virginia A. Busby 2006
Suzanne Malone 2004
Trustees of Trust Funds
Dale A. Childs, Chair 2003
Paul H. McKallagat 2005
2002 Appointed Officials
American Disabilities Act Coordinator
Robert J. Jones 2003
Animal Control
Warren Seckendorf, Officer 2003
Timothy J. Judge, Assistant 2003
John R. Leone, Assistant, Deceased . 2003
Donald L. Murphy, Assistant 2003
Edward A. Stewart, Assistant 2003
Board of Adjustment
Francis G. Polito, Chair 2003
Elizabeth A. McGrath, Vice-Chair ...2004
Sanford F. Carter 2005
Peter A. Lewis 2005
Merle R. Ashford, Alternate 2005
John F. Henrickson, Alternate 2003
David J. Rockwell, Sr., Alternate 2003
Barbara L. Stewart, ex officio
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Town Officials & Employees (Cont'd)
Building Inspector
Robert J. Jones 2003
David A. Pallaria, Assistant 2003
Building Needs Committee
Barbara Snicer 2003
James Bonfiglio, Resigned 2003
Mark A. Boucher 2003
Fred J. Childs, Jr 2003
Adele H. Dillon 2003
Donald M. Roberts 2003
John F. Rockwell 2003
Richard B. Wood 2003
Joseph A. DeRosa, ex officio
Cable Advisory Committee
Michael Torres, Chair 2003




Barbara L. Stewart, ex officio
Civil Defense Director
Michael E. Murphy 2003
Code Enforcement Officer
James H. Kirsch 2003




N. Scott Kukshtel, Chair 2005




Phil J. Sansone 2003
Paul F. Wainwright 2003
Michelle R. Veasey, Alternate 2004
Elderly Affairs Director
PhiHp V. Consentino 2003
Electrical Inspector
Michael J. DiBartolomeo 2003
David A. Pallaria, Assistant 2003
Family Mediation Representatives
Loretta M. Buczynski, Resigned 2003
George D. Winchell 2003
Fire Department
Michael E. Murphy. Chief
Kevin J. Landry, Deputy Chief
Warren P. Seckendorf. Fire Captain
W. Matthew Lx)pez, 1st Lieutenant
Andrew T. Cammillieri, 2nd Lieutenant
Frederick A. Beckwith, EMS Captain
Jennifer Myers, EMS Lieutenant
Members:
Aaron Antolewicz Darrell A. Hollenbeck
Albert E. Apitz Timothy J. Judge
William M. Baldwin Jeffrey M. Murphy
Daniel P. Beckwith Robert C. Neill
Brenda L. Boisvert Nick D. Orio
Ryan H. Dame Mark R. Penny
Joseph C. Davey Jennifer Perkins
Joseph DeRosa John F. Rockwell
Charles D. Earley Chris Ryan
John L. Feuer Edward A. Stewart
Ronald W. Gale Donna J. Sullivan
Abraham A. Goldstein Paul A. Sullivan
Tara N. Hiett-Fried David M. Weymouth
David J. Holigan Keith A. Wheeler





Michael E. Murphy, Warden
Albert E. Apitz, Deputy
Darrell A. Hollenbeck. Deputy
Kevin J. Landry, Deputy
Donald L. Murphy, Deputy
Eidward A. Stewart, Deputy
David M. Weymouth, Deputy
Hazardous Waste Collection Day Rep.
Edward A. Stewart 2003





Edward A. Stewart 2003
Keith CorneHus 2003
Officer David Consentino 2003
Chief Philip V.Consentino 2003
Joseph A. DeRosa, ex officio
Planning Board
Susan M. Killam, Chair 2004
D. Paul DiMaggio 2005
Charles D. Earley 2004
Michael D. Fletcher 2005
George T. Lemery, Resigned 2003
Harold J. Morse 2003
Dr. Joseph Guischard, Alternate 2005
Edward A. Stewart, Alternate 2003
Donna J. Sullivan, Alternate 2003
Plumbing/Gas Inspector
William K. Ashford 2003
Paul E. White, Assistant 2003
Police Department
Philip V. Consentino, Chief
William M. Baldwin, Sergeant, Exec.Officer
Diane M. Kinney, Sergeant
Philip Farrar, Detective
Patrol Officers:
Richard Buco Gary Lorden
David L. Consentino Charles McCarthy
JoAnne Consentino Gerard O'Meara
Robert DesJardins Justin Paquette
Kevin M. Donnelly Donald Roberts
Stephen Isola Christopher Ryan
Karen M. Kinney Vincent Scarvaglier
Anthony L. Lopez Scott Wood
Dispatch:
JoAnne Consentino Diane Kinney
Mary B. Duffy Gary J. Lorden
Police Department (Cont'd)
Directors:
Dispatch Service JoAnne Consentino
Juvenile Director. .Sgt. William M. Baldwin
Personnel Sgt. Diane M. Kinney
Special Assignments:
Scheduling Sgt. Diane Kinney













Cathy J. Thompson, Chair 2005
Shirley Ann Lopez 2005
John Mangini 2005
Patricia A. Mangini 2003
Noriko Yoshida-Travers 2005










Vic Richards Town Administrator
Linda S. Jette Town Clerk
Paul D. Regan Kimball Library
Fred J. Childs. Jr Maint. Supervisor
JoAnne Consentino Police Department
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Town Officials & Employees (Cont'd)
Safety/JLMC Committee (Cont'd)
Patricia E. Macomber Family Mediation
Charles D. Earley Fire Dept.
Edward A. Stewart Road Agent
Elaine M. Woodbury Town Hall
Noriko Yoshida-Travers ....Community Ctr.
Surveyor of Wood & Lumber
Edward A. Stewart 2003
Town Forester & Tree Warden
Edward A. Stewart 2003
Kimball Public Library Staff
Dan W. Walker, Director,
Carolyn E. Birr, Assist. Dir./Children's Lib.
Janice E. Ananian Joan C. Houle
Linda Bourassa Kathleen LaMarre
Roberta S. Cianci Laura M. McLaughlin





ACTV - 20 Production Staff
Barbara Snicer. Producer
Adele H. Dillon Kenneth Putney
Justin Dufresne Brennan Scott






Richard B. Wood, Sr.
Town Employees
Vic Richards, Town Administrator
Albert E. Apitz, Highway Department
Jonathan A. Barnes. Care ofGrounds
Kathryn M. Burke, Assistant Town Clerk
Fred J. Childs, Jr., Maintenance Supervisor
Debra L. DeSimone, Assistant Town Clerk
Shirley Galvin, Planning, Zoning, Bldg Assist.
Carol Kater, Planning Board Rec. Secretary
Jason Landry, Highway Department
Sandra LeVallee, Bookkeeper
Patricia E. Macomber, Deputy Tax Collector
Patricia A Mangini, Deputy Town Clerk
Raymond Morelli, Care of Grounds
Virginia Morelli, Care of Grounds
Pamela C. Murphy, Fire Dept. Clerk
Lori A. Parrillo, Deputy Treasurer
Rebecca A. Russo, ZBA Recording Secretary
Elaine M. Woodbury, Assessing Clerk





^t Town vote in March 2002, the residents voted to estabUsh the position of Town Administrator. The
Selectmen used the New Hampshire Municipal Association as a consultant and hired the Town's first
Town Administrator in August. The Selectmen look forward to working with the new Administrator
over the coming years.
The Police Union contract was ratified and
negotiations for a three year contract continued
during the fall. An agreement was reached and
will be presented to the Town for ratification in
March 2003.
Trash collection continued to be a problem The
Selectmen went to bid for a new contract and
received three proposals. Waste Management
was the most cost effective and the Selectmen
budgeted for curbside recycling of commingled
materials in addition to newspaper in 2003.
With good participation by the residents,
commingled recycling should save the Town
money on disposal fees. To improve the
consistency of pick up, the Selectmen
negotiated a proposal for three-day pickup
instead of the one-day pick up. The change in
schedule will begin in 2003.
The Town converted its assessing software and
all tax cards are now available on a public
terminal at Town Hall. The revaluation process
began in 2002 and will continue for three more
years. In 2003 an update of values will be made
by the contract assessing firm and assessed
values will be closer to 100% than the current
68%.
The Board has continued to support the Elderly
Affairs Program and the Fire Department and in
2003 the Board put forward a Warrant Article to
create and fund a Library Capital Reserve. The
Board is always available to individual residents
and is willing to listen to suggestions and
criticism.
In March 2003, my current term as Selectmen
will expire and I will be a candidate again,
seeking my si.xth term. I continue to learn and
continue to serve the community.
On behalf of the Board, I would like to thank all
the residents, all the volunteers, and all the
employees for making Atkinson the best Town
to live in. I would also like to recognize and
thank those men and women who are residents
of Atkinson or who are children of residents for





From The Desk Of The Town Administrator
i) came on board in August as the Town's first Town Administrator and it has been a pleasure to be
here in Atkinson. Tve met and worked with good people and dedicated Town Officials, employees, and
volunteers. Atkinson has a strong sense of community and community pride.
We have managed to make a few changes—the
Recycling Area is better managed and
organized, the web page is up to date, and our
assessing records are up to date and meet state
standards. We are moving forward with the
revaluation and this year we will be completing
an update on values for all property in Town.
The Police Union contract has been negotiated
and presented to the voters. We are taking a
look at other town services and tPy'ing to make
the delivery of the service better—one example
is our effort to catalog all past Annual Reports,
Selectmen meeting minutes and other Board
meeting minutes. We still don't always start the
Selectmen's meetings right at 7;30 but we are
working on that too!
We are moving forward with expanding the
recycling program with curbside pick up of
commingles. A successful program carried out
by the residents will save the Town money. A
successful program also means consistent pick
up and we have inserted a penalty clause in our
new contract with Waste Management. Waste
Management was the low bidder when the
Town went out to bid during the fall for the new
solid waste contract. We received a grant from
NH The Beautiful for $5,200 to pay for 50% of
the cost of the recycling bins. We also received
a grant from Unitil, which paid for half the cost
of the new lighting at the Community Center.
We saved $18,000 in health insurance costs for
this coming year by going to the NH Health
Trust. We managed to keep comparable
coverage for all eligible employees.
By joining the NH Public Risk Management
Exchange for our property and liability
insurance, we will save approximately 40 % on
our insurance costs and maintain the same level
of coverage. We will continue to look for ways
to save the Town money and still maintain
services.
We will be working on Phase II programs for
stormwater management and education. Phase II
is part of the standards set over the years by the
Clean Water Act. The program addresses
stormwater runoff and management on a Town
wide basis. We will be asking for volunteers to
form a Committee to develop and implement
programs.
I would like to thank Elaine Woodbury, our
Assessing Clerk/Selectmen's Secretary, and
Patty Macomber, Deputy Tax Collector and
Selectmen Secretary fill-in extraordinaire, for
their efforts in producing this year's Annual
Report.
I look forward to 2003. As many residents have
already found out, the Selectmen's door is
always open and we are a\ailable by phone.









2002-2 Zoning - Section 600; 1
7
Pass
2002-3 Operating Budget $3,023,676 Pass
2002-4 Coventry Road (East) $142,560 Pass
2002-5 Stonewall Terrace $106,920 Pass
2002-6 Sunset Drive $106,920 Pass
2002-7 Highway Dept. Dump Truck Lease 3-Year Lease, $14,561 1st payment Pass
2002-8 Disposal of Town Property - Dump Truck Pass
2002-9 Police Dept. Collective Bargaining - Union Contract $44, 1 46 year 2002 Pass
2002-10 Disposal of Town Property - Police Cruiser Pass
2002-11 Disposal of Town Property - Police Weapons Pass
2002- 1
2
Police Dept. - Fifth Full-tnne Officer $24,896/2002 & $32,500/2003 Pass
2002-13 Fire Dept. - Water Line $45,000 Pass
2002-14 Capital Reserve Fund - Fire Dept. Fire Equipment & Vehicles $30,000 Pass
2002-15 Fire Dept. - Paid Call $50,000 Pass
2002-16 Dow Common Improvements - Monument $10,700 Failed
2002-17 Dow Common Completion $3,000 Pass
2002- 1
8
Modify The Elderly Exemption Pass
2002-19 Capital Reserve Fund - Cable TV $35,000 Pass
2002-20 Accept Roads - Millstream Drive & Abbey Road Pass
2002-2
1
Accept Roads - Haydn Drive, Pope Road, Meeting Rock Road and
Kings Grant Drive Pass
2002-22 Codeof Ethics Amendment - Time Limit Pass
2002-23 Code of Ethics Amendment - Delivery Process Pass
2002-24 Codeof Ethics Amendment - Maintenance of Files Pass
2002-25 Land Use Change Tax Proceeds Pass
2002-26 Petition: Town Administrator Pass
Summary Inventory of Valuation






































Net Valuation on \V hich Tax Rate is Computed: $498,884,332.00





















Total Taxable Land $169,093,448 $162,553,474 $162,016,975 $160,459,866




















Total Taxable Buildings $329,088,800 $316,208,800 $294,006,300 $267,952,300
Equalization Ratio 69% 72% 81% 87%
Equalization is the process hy which the NH Dept. of Revenue makes adjustments to each municipaUty's
locally assessed values to calculate the estimated 10U% value oj the municipality.
Town of Atkinson Land Values
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Total Capital Reserve Funds
Unredeemed Taxes:
End of Year 2001
















In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the Town of Atkinson, New
Hampshire, for the year ended December 31, 2001 we considered the Town's internal control structure
to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the financial
statements and not to provide assurance on the internal control structure.
During the course of our audit, we did become aware of three matters that were opportunities for
strengthening internal controls and operating efficiencies. This letter does not affect our report dated
June 12, 2002 on the financial statements of the Town of Atkinson, New Hampshire.
Respectfully suhmilleii.
Mason + Rich Professional Association,
Certified Public Accountants
15-
Independent Auditor's Report (Cont'd)
CURRENT LAND USE CHANGE TAX WARRANTS
Finding - The Town in 2001 had a very large number (over fifty Form A-5's) of land use change
warrants. Unfortunately, the warrants were not presented to the Tax Collector in a format that facilitated
the posting of the warrants on the tax software.
Recommendation - We would recommend that the Board include a summary attached to the approved
Form A-5's that are given to the Tax Collector. The summary should list the amount of the tax and the
map and lot number. This would give the Tax Collector an approved total to reconcile to when the
warrants are posted on her software.
Management's Comments - The Assessing Clerk will give to the Tax Collector a summary sheet for the




Finding - GASB's (Governmental Accounting Standard Board's) Statement #34 will have a wide-
ranging impact on municipal accounting in areas as varied as accounting for the Town's assets (land,
municipal buildings, vehicles and equipment) to the reporting of bonded debt as a liability of the Town's
General Fund. Because of these dramatic changes, the Town needs to begin the process now, in
conjunction with its auditors, of addressing the accounting and record keeping items that need to be
addressed to comply with GASB #34 in a timely manner.
Recommendation - We recommend that the Town begin the process by determining what needs to be
done, how and when this will be done and who will be doing the various items that will be required for
the Town to be compliant with GASB #34 in 2003.
Management's Comment - We have talked with our current accounting software company and we will
be going to a seminar, which will discuss GASB 34 and software accounting programs/modules. We
will probably budget for a module for ne.xt year. We will also schedule a time for the auditor to come
down and speak with all Department head about GASB 34.
MODIFIED ACCRUAL ACCOUNTING - POSTING OF TAX REVENUES AND RECEIVABLES
Finding - In conjunction with GASB #34, the Town will be reporting on the full accrual basis of
accounting for tmancial reporting purposes. To facilitate this reporting, it is important the the Town's
books be maintained on the modified accrual basis, i.e. that taxes receivable and accounts payable be
utilized fully on the accounting software package.
Recommendation - The Town should institute accounting policies for the recording of the tax warrants
as revenues with receipts posted to tax receivables and the ending balance reconciled to the Tax
Collector's month end balances. In addition, the full capabilities of the current accounting software need
to be utilized for the posting of invoices in the period that the liability was incurred versus the period
when the invoice is paid.
Management's Comment We will review with the auditor the recommendations for change in some of
our accounting practices to move towards the modified accrual basis for tax billing and invoicing.
__
Annual Report Of The Town Clerk
For the Year Ending December 3 1 , 2002
ATKINSON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
January 8, 2003
Motor Vehicle Fees $1,227,918.56
Municipal Agent Fees 18,870.00
Dog Licenses And Unlicensed Fines 6,456.50




Certified Copy Fees 1,555.00
Boat State Agent Fees 348.00
Tax Lien Fees 150.00
Boat Town Agent Fees 162.00
Postage 972.55
Pole And Cable License Fees 60.00
Dredge And Fill Perinit Fees 30.00
FihngFees 10.00
Articles Of Agreement 5.00
PAIDTREASl RER $1,268,252.29












Taxes Committed During the Fiscal Year
Property Taxes:
Timber Yield Taxes:
Overpayments Collected During the Fiscal Year
Property Taxes:
Use Change Taxes:














Total Debits: $11,637,081.14 $721,099.40
Type of Tax



















Tax Collector's Liens Report




Purpose: Fire Station Project
Treasurer's Summary













































Beginning Balance - January 1. 2002
Principal Payments









For Year Ending December 31, 2002
Description
Property Tax
Land Use Change Tax
Penalties and Interest








Shared Revenue - Meals & Rooms
Highway Block Grant

























































































































































































Air Cleaning of NE, LLC
Airgas, Inc.
Alert-All Corp.
All Bright Systems, LLC
Allen, Robert H.













































































Atkinson Resort & Country 4,200.00
Atkinson Road Race 400.00
Atkinson Tax Collector 323,786.08
Atkinson Village Store 977.70
Atkinson Women's Civic Club 100.00
Atkinson Youth Baseball 3,000.00
Atlantic 2,542.20
Audio Editions 1,971.93
Auto Electric Service, Inc. 557.89
Avitar Association of NE, 7,947.50






Baxter, Florence A. 1 1 .99
Beacon Electric Sales, Inc. 489.07





Better Business Bureau 300.00
Better Homes & Garden 20.00
Bickford, K. 4,804.00










Bonin, P&C Properties 400.00
Book Den, The 16.00
Book Links 44.75
Boraczek 50.00
BorderArea MutualAir Assoc 25.00
Boston Duck Tours 847.35
Boston Globe 364.00
Boston Magazine 18.00
Boucher, Mark A. 26.02
25
Vendor Payment Summary (Continued)
^
Vendor



















C & D Auto Clinic








Casey Paper Co., Inc.
Catch Basin Cleaners
CCR Data Systems, Inc.
Cen-Com
Censullo, Paul
Center for Life Magement
Central Equipment Co., Inc.
Century Copier Specialists
Chabot, Robert




Channing & Bete Co.
























































Coast Maint. Supply Co.
Coastal Office Services
Cobblestone Publishing. Inc.
Code Book Store, The
Cole, Jane

















































































Devine, Millimet & Branch








Dodge's Farm & Garden, Inc.
Dodge's Grain Co., Inc.
Doherty, Vincent
Donahue, Tucker & Ciandella
DOR - Wage Reporting Unit
Dragon Mosquito Control,








East Coast Lumber Co., Inc.










Exeter Flower Shop. The
Experian
Exxon Mobil Fleet








Vendor Payment Summary (Continued)
Payments Vendor Payments
2,163.22



















Hop Sales & Service
Horizon Settlement











Inter. Assoc, of Fire Chiefs
Inter. Brotherhood of Police
Inter. Conf.- Police Chaplains



















































































Lake Street Garden Center
Lamprey Health Care






















































































Mason & Rich Prof. Assoc.
Mason, Inc., W. B.
Mass. Horticultural Society







Merrill & Sons, Inc.
Merrimack Business Equip't.
Merrimack Valley Hospital















Vendor Payment Summary (Continued)
Vendor
NH Recreation & Park Assoc.
NH Retirement System











Nyberg Purvis & Assoc.























Pine State Elevator Co.
Pinto, Richard & Ann
Pitney Bowes
Plaistow Softball Assoc.
Plourde Sand & Gravel Co.





























































Public Service of NH
Pulsar Alarm System, LTD
















Richard's Steel & Iron








































































Sexual Assault Support Serv.




Sirchie Print Labs. Inc.
Sirois Brothers
Skelley Motor Co.
Smith & Wesson Camera
Smith Equipment. Inc.
Smith's Fire Equipment. Inc.
Snicer. Barbara
Snow. Don
So. NH Hazardous Materials
Souhegan Val. AquaCulture
Sports Illustrated for Kids
Springlook Landscaping. Inc.
Staples
State Line Pet. Inc.
State of NH
State of NH - Treasurer























United Paper & Novelty Co.




US Alliance Fed. Cr.Union
US News
US Postal Service









Walnut Ridge Water Co., Inc.
Washington Mutual
Washington Post. The




State of New Hampshire
Town of Atkinson
2003 Town Meeting Warrant
To the inhabitants of the Town of Atkinson in the County of Rockingham in said State, qualified
to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Dyke Auditorium of Atkinson Academy on Saturday the 8'
day of February next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon to deliberate upon the articles included in the
warrant.
You are also notified to meet on Tuesday the eleventh of March 2003, at 7 o'clock in the morning
in the Atkinson Community Center, to vote by official ballot on the election of town officials and
on all warrant articles. By vote of the Selectmen, the polls for the meeting will remain open from 7
o'clock in the forenoon until 8 o'clock in the evening:
Article 2003-1 Choose officersfor the coming year.
Article 2003-2 Zoning amendment Section 610: 7a
Are you in favor of an Amendment to the Zoning Ordinance, Article IV, Section 610:7a and addition of
new Section 610:7b to formalize the procedure required to assure the Planning Board that low-moderate
dwellings are offered to qualified individuals and/or families.
Amended Section 610:7(a) and new Section 610:7(b):
610:7(a) The Planning Board must be placed in an assured position that the low-moderate income
housing accommodations shall be provided to individuals and families meeting the low-moderate
income standard as defined by New Hampshire Housing Finance Authority (NHHFA), or qualifying as
permanently disabled, as defined by Social Security Administration ". An assurance of compliance with
housing assistance program provisions relative to the sale or lease of units for low-moderate income
individuals and families must be met by the proposal and will include a qualification letter from
NHHFA prior to issuance ofCertificate of Use and Occupancy.
(b) Low-moderate units created after adoption of this ordinance will be required to carry a deed
restriction to maintain the property as a low-moderate dwelling for a period of at least five years.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Article 2003-3 Zoning Amendment—Definition ofPrime Wetland
Are you in favor of an Amendment to the Zoning Ordinance by replacing P4, the Existing 'Prime
Wetlands' definition to bring it into agreement with the NH State RSAs and Rules.
Replace existing P4 Prime Wetlands definition with the following text:
P4 PRIME WETLANDS. Prime wetlands are wetlands of significant value that are designated because
of their uniqueness, fragility and or unspoiled character pursuant to RSA 482-A:15 and as codified in
New Hampshire Wetlands Bureau Code of Administrative Rules, Chapter Wt 700.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Page 1
Article 2003-4 Zoning Amendment Section — 610
Are you in favor of an Amendment to the Zoning Ordinance/Building Code by replacing Section 610 to
adopt the latest Building, Electrical, Plumbing, Mechanical, Energy, International One and Two Family
Dwelling Code and International Fire Code.
Replace existing Building Code Section 610: 1 with the following text :
610:1 All conventionally-constructed buildings shall conform to and comply with the following:
International Building Code, Edition 2000; National Electric Code, Edition 2002; International
Plumbing Code, Edition 2000; International Mechanical Code, Edition 2000; State Energy Code,
Edition 2000; International One and Two Family Dwelling Code, Edition 2000; and International Fire
Code, Edition 2000.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Article 2003-5 Zoning Ordinance Deletion
Are you in favor of an amendment to the Zoning Ordinance/Building Code, by deleting Section
640: 1&2, and Section 680:1 (a)(b) & (c) to eliminate redundancy of codes included in the latest
Building Codes.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Article 2003-6 Zoning Amendment—Section 630
Are you in favor of an Amendment to the Zoning Ordinance/Building Code by deleting Section 630: 1(a)
through (k) and replacing them with a new Section 630: 1 to amend the existing Electrical wiring section
to conform with the latest National Electric Code.
Replace existing Building/Electrical Code Section 630: 1 with the following text :
All electrical installations must confonn to the National Electric Code 2002 (NFPA Volume 70). The
2002 NEC shall supersede all previous electrical codes and electrical ordinances.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Article 2003-7 Zoning Amendment—Section 495
Are you in favor of the adoption of an Amendment to the Zoning Ordinance, Article IV, Section 495:
1
by adding a new Section which would require the installation of residential sprinkler systems in new
and/or vertically renovated single family residences in excess of two stories above grade, and as more
specifically defined by BOCA 1999, Chapter 5, Section 502.0 and by amending Section 530. Area,
Yard, Coverages, Height and General Requirements Chart by adding new subsections Gl & G2 and
adding a new footnote #9. Also, adding a new Definition (S5) under Article III and re-codify the
remaining definitions under 'S'.
Newly proposed. Article IV, Section 495:1 :
"Residential: All new and/or vertically renovated single family living units, constructed in Atkinson,
that have in excess of two stories above grade as defined by BOCA 1999, Chapter 5, Section 502.0, page
57, shall be sprinklered as per NFPA, 13D."
Newly proposed definition;
"S5 Stories are defined by BOCA 1999, Chapter 5, Section 502.0, Page 57."
Recommended by the Planning Board
Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen^
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Article 2003-8 Zoning - National Fire Protection Codes
Are you in favor of the adoption of an Amendment to the previously approved National Fire Protection
Codes to adopt the following new codes:
(NFPA 76) the 'Recommended Practice for the Fire Protection of Telecommunications Facilities'
This amendment will provide the recommended practice for fire protection of telecommunications
facilities where telephone, data, cellular, internet and video services are rendered.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Article 2003-9 Zoning - National Fire Protection Codes
Are you in favor of the adoption of an Amendment to the previously approved National Fire Protection
Codes to adopt the following new codes:
(NFPA 560) 'Standard for the Storage, Handling and Use of Ethylene Oxide for Sterilization and
Fumigation'
This amendment will provide the standard for the storage and handling of ethylene oxide in portable
containers for its use in sterilization and fumigation. It also shall apply to flammable mixtures of
ethylene oxide with other chemicals.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Article 2003- 1 Zoning Amendment— National Fire Protection Codes
Are you in favor of the adoption of an Amendment to the previously approved National Fire Protection
Codes to adopt the following new code:
(NFPA 484) the code for Combustible Metals, Metal Powders, and Metal Dusts.
This Amendment will provide minimum design regulations to safeguard life, health, property, and
public welfare and to minimize injuries by regulation and collecting the pennitting, design, construction,
quality of materials, use and occupancy, location and maintenance of all buildings and structures within
the jurisdiction and certain equipment specifically regulated herein.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Article 2003-1 1 Operating Budget
Shall the Town of Atkinson raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations
by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget
posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth therein,
totaling Three Million Two Hundred Forty-one Thousand One Hundred Ninety-five Dollars
($3,241,195). Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall be Three Million Twenty-three
Thousand Six Hundred Seventy-six Dollars ($3,023,676) which is the same as last year, with certain
adjustments required by previous action of the Town of Atkinson or by law or the governing body may
hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised
operating budget only. NOTE: This warrant article does not include appropriations in ANY other
warrant article. (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee
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Article 2003-1 2 Highland Road
To see if the Town will vote to reconstruct .2 miles of Highland Road to a width of 20 feet and to raise
and appropriate the sum of Sixty-two Thousand Dollars ($62,000) for this purpose. All work will be
done under the supervision of the Road Agent. This article is in addition to Warrant Article 2003-1 1, the
operating budget. (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 2003-13 Scottsdale Road
To see if the Town will vote to reconstruct .2 miles of Scottsdale Road to a width of 20 feet and to raise
and appropriate the sum of Sixty-two Thousand Dollars ($62,000) for this purpose. All work will be
done under the supervision of the Road Agent. This article is in addition to Warrant Article 2003-1 1, the
operating budget. (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 2003-14 Sleepy Hollow Road
To see if the Town will vote to reconstruct .5 miles of Sleepy Hollow Road to a width of 20 feet and to
raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Eight Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($108,500) for this
purpose. All work will be done under the supervision of the Road Agent. This article is in addition to
Warrant Article 2003-1 1, the operating budget. (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 2003-15 Juniper Road
To see if the Town will vote to reconstruct .3 miles of Juniper Road to a width of 20 feet and to raise and
appropriate the sum of Ninety-three Thousand Dollars ($93,000) for this purpose. All work will be done
under the supervision of the Road Agent. This article is in addition to Warrant Article 2003-11, the
operating budget. (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 2003-16 Forest Road
To see if the Town will vote to reconstruct . 1 miles of Forest Road to a width of 20 feet and to raise and
appropriate the sum of Thirty-one Thousand Dollars ($31,000) for this purpose. All work will be done
under the supervision of the Road Agent. This article is in addition to Warrant Article 2003-11, the
operating budget. (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 2003-1 7 Police Department Collective Bargaining Agreement—Union Contract
To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining agreement
reached between the Town of Atkinson and the International Brotherhood of Police Officers, Local #563
which calls for the following increases in salaries ands benefits:
Year Estimated Increase
2003 $35,741
and further to raise and appropriate the sum Thirty-five Thousand Seven Hundred Forty-one Dollars
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($35,741 ) for the current fiscal year, such sum representing the additional costs attributed to the increase
in salaries and benefits over those of the appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal
year .
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 2003- 1 8 Elderly Affairs Vehicle Lease Purchase Agreement
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a four (4) year lease purchase
agreement for the purpose of leasing a vehicle to be used for transporting senior citizens and to raise and
appropriate the sum of Four Thousand Six hundred Sixty Dollars ($4,660) for the fiscal year 2003 lease
payment. This vehicle will be under the control of the Elderly Affairs Department. Total cost of the
vehicle will be $17,245. The lease contract will contain a non-appropriation clause. (Majority vote
required)
Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 2003-19 Neighborhood Patrol
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Six hundred Sixteen
Dollars ($5,616) to fund the Police Department's Neighborhood Program. This article is in addition to
Warrant Article 2003-1 1, the operating budget. (Majority vote required).
Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 2003-20 Disposal of Town Property- 3 Police Cruisers
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to dispose of three (3) Police Cruisers by either
bid, trade or sell. The cruisers are a 1997 Ford, a 1996 Ford and a 2000 Ford.
Article 2003-21 Public Education Government Access Studio Coordinator
To see if the Town will vote to create the position of Public Education Government Access Studio
Coordinator and appropriate the sum of Twenty thousand Dollars ($20,000) to fund this position in
2003, such funds to come from fees returned to the Town from Adelphia or its successor company,
under the Franchise Agreement of May 27, 1983 and such funds to be used for this purpose.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 2003-22 Close Out Building Needs Capital Reserve
To see if the Town will vote to close out the Building Needs Capital Reserve which was established for
the purpose of developing parking for the Town of Atkinson on land adjacent to Town Hall owned by
the Timberlane Regional School District. The balance will be transferred to, and added to the Library
Capital Reserve Fund. If Article 2003-27 fails, these funds will be transferred to the Friends of the
Kimball Public Library. The purpose of this Fund has been accomplished and the balance is interest
income accumulated since 1993. (The approximate balance on February 28, 2003 is $3,000.)
Article 2003-23 Modify Disabled Exemption
"Shall we modify an exemption for the disabled? The exemption, based on assessed value, for qualified
taxpayers shall be $15,000. To qualify, the person must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least
5 years and own and occupy the real estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by a
spouse, they must have been married for at least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net
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income of not more than $29,700 or, if married, a combined net income of not more than $38,500; and
own net assets not in excess of $100,000, excluding the value of the person's residence." New
exemption qualifications become effective April 1, 2003. (Currently, the limits are $10,000 income for
single and $12,000 income married and $50,000 net asset.
Note : The following two articles, Article 2003-24 Fire Department Fire Truck Lease Purchase and
Article 2003-25 Fire Department Reserve Fund Withdrawal fund the purchase of a new Quint
ladder fire truck. The total cost of the truck is $448,363, of which $328,363 will be funded with a
lease purchase and the remaining $120,000 funded from the Capital Reserve. Both articles must
pass for the truck to be acquired.
Article 2003-24 Fire Department Fire Truck Lease Purchase Agreement
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a five (5) year lease/ purchase
agreement for the purpose of leasing a 75 foot Quint ladder truck for the Town of Atkinson to be used
by the Atkinson Fire Department. The first payment will be due March 2004 at the sum of Seventy-two
Thousand Five Hundred Seven Dollars and Sixty-six Cents ($72,507.66). Total cost of the vehicle less
interest is Four Hundred forty-eight Thousand Three Hundred Sixty-three Dollars ($448,363). The lease
contract will contain a non-appropriation clause. (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 2003- 25 Fire Department Fire Equipment and Vehicles Capital Reserve Fund Withdrawal
To see if the Town will vote to withdraw One Hundred Twenty Thousand Dollars ($120,000) from the
Fire Department Fire Equipment and Vehicles Capital Reserve Fund to purchase a chassis for the Quint
Fire truck, Article 2003-24. (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 2003-26 Fire Department Fire Equipment and Vehicles Capital Reserve Fund
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000) to be
added to the Fire Department Fire Equipment and Vehicles Capital Reserve Fund previously established
for the purpose of acquiring fire equipment and vehicles as determined by the Board of Engineer's
capital plan. This article is in addition to Warrant Article 2003-1 1, the operating budget article. If Article
2003-24, Fire Truck Lease, and Article 2003-25, Fire Department Capital Reserve Withdrawal, both
pass, this article is void. (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 2003- 27 Create Library Capital Reserve
To see if the Town will vote to create a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35 ;1 for the
purpose of designing, constructing, and equipping a new Library and to appropriate the sum of Four
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($400,000) to fund the reserve, the sum to come from the December 31,
2002 Fund Balance, and to name the Selectmen as agents to expend the sum of $50,000 for
design/engineering services. This Article will not affect the 2003 tax rate.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee
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Article 2003- 28 Use of Conservation Fund
Shall the Town permit all money heretofore collected pursuant to RSA 79-A (The Land Use Change
Tax) and deposited into the conservation fund to be used for the purchase of land or water rights, or the
acquisition of any lesser interest, development right, easement, covenant or other contractual right to
land or water, including conveyances with conditions, limitations or reversions, for the purposes
specified and under the procedures codified in RSA 36-A? (Expands the purposes and uses of the funds
from just purchasing land.)
Article 2003-29 Sad Cafe
To see if the Town will vote to support the services of the Sad Cafe and raise and appropriate the sum of
Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000) for this purpose. This article is in addition to Warrant Article 2003-1 1,
the operating budget. (Majority vote required) (The Sad Cafe provides safe, clean, substance free, after
school programs for area teens)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 2003-30 LCHIP Funding Resolution
"To see if the town will vote to send the following resolution to the New Hampshire General Court:
Resolved, in its first two years of operation, the Land and Community Heritage Investment Program
(LCHIP) has helped communities throughout New Hampshire preserve their natural, cultural and
historic resources and, therefore, the State of New Hampshire should maintain funding for LCHIP in its
next biennial budget."




JOSEPH A. DEROSA, Chairman
BARBARA L. STEWART
BRIAN J. BOYLE










Source of revenue 2002 2002 Actual 2003 Estimated
Taxes
Change tax $10,000.00 $296,025.89 $100,000.00
Timber tax 650.00 250.00
Interest (fe penalties 30,000.00 56,360.81 75,000.00
Sub-total 40,650.00 352,636.70 175,000.00
Licenses, Permits
Business licenses 2,600.00 274.00 3,000.00
Vehicle 1,220,000.00 1,245,640.00 1,245,000.00
Building permits 90,000.00 65,132.00 60,000.00
Other 14,000.00 22,599.00
From Federal Govt 24,896.00 20,000.00
Sub-total 1,351,496.00 1,333,645.00 1,328,000.00
From State
Shared revenues 22,448.00 30,699,20 21,500.00
Meals & room tax 182,054.00 182,054.00 182,054.00
Highway block grant 107,485.00 107,485.00 108,000.00
State & fed forest land 6,971 .00
Sub-total 311,987.00 327,209.20 311,554.00
Charges for Services
Income from depts 42,400.00 57,637.00 62,000.00
Other charges 25,000.00
Sub-total 67,400.00 57,637.00 62,000.00
Miscellaneous
Sale of Municipal Property 1 ,550.00
Interest on Investments 75,000.00 43,691.14 40,000.00
other 55,800.00 55,815.00 58,000.00
Sub-total 130,800.00 101,056.14 98,000.00
Interfund TransfersI In
Capital Project Funds 45,000.00 45,000.00 120,000.00
Sub-total 45,000.00 45,000.00 120,000.00
Other Finances
Fund balance 200,000.00 200,000.00 600,000.00
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d^nce again, working as a team, the Animal Control Department, the staff in the Town Clerk's Office,
and the dog owners in Atkinson were able to license all our dogs for 2002, on a timely basis, for a total
of 931 dogs.
1 would like to thank the Assistant Animal
Control Officers. Don Murphy, Tim Judge and
Ted Stewart for their tireless efforts this past
year, in answering calls for animal control.
1 would like to express my appreciation to Linda
Jette, Patricia Mangini, Debra DeSimone and
Kathy Burke in the Town Clerk's office once
again for their hard work this past year.
1 ask residents to contact the Town Clerk's
office if they are moving or in the event of the
death of their pet for recording purposes. A
reminder that licenses are effective from May T'
of each year to April 30"' of the subsequent
year. A metal license tag is to be worn on the
pet's collar, which helps to identify the owner
and to get the pet returned as quickly as
possible. You may also seek to have new
technology computer ID. chip implantation by
your veterinary clinic for this purpose
1 would also like to thank the Atkinson Fire
Department for hosting their annual rabies clinic
this past April 7''' at the Fire Station. Dr. Joseph
Guischard, and Robin Serratore of Brushwood
Veterinary Clinic, and Boy Scout Troop #95 all
donated their time and the proceeds to a good
cause, Timberlane High School Safe Prom
Night.
This fall a number of deer were struck by
automobiles due to deer moving at night and
mating season. Be on the watch for moving
animals during nighttime hours while driving.
We have also had an increase in the number of
missing small pets and of sightings of nocturnal
hunters, such as fisher cats, coyotes and
possibly a bear. I would remind pet owners to
leave their pets indoors at night for safety.
1 express my condolences to the Leone family
for the passing of former Animal Control
Officer, John Leone.
We look forward to serving the community of
Atkinson in the upcoming year of 2003.







vlthe Budget Committee met throughout the year for updates on spending and revenue. Weetcly Tuesday
evening meetmgs were scheduled starting in October, the beginning of 2003 budget planning.
The committee's focus was on the Town's
proposed operating budget and warrant articles
which involve the raising and appropriation of
tunds. Recommendations for changes were
frequently made, typically for increases or cuts
in dollar amounts. Recommendations were also
made to move the responsibility of items from
one department to another, as was the case with
the purchase of computer software moving into
the computer budget.
A major impact on this year's operating budget
was the voters" acceptances of last years warrant
articles. The Fire Departments paid call
increased the budget by appro.ximately
$80,000.00. The Police Department 5"' full-
timer and union contract increased the budget
by approximately $95,000.00 and the Town
Administrator position increased the budget by
$25,000.00. A new waste disposal contract, a
cost living adjustment for most Town
employees, and increased insurance costs were
other expenses, which had high dollar increases.
These are all areas in which the Budget
Committee has little or no input. While many
cuts were made in other areas the 2003 proposed
operating budget has increased from the 2002
budget by approximately 7.2%.
The committee was approached with a request
to recommend funding for a new library. While
everyone was in agreement of the need, the
timing and method of funding were questioned.
The end result was a warrant article, which
allows for planning and design and funding
beginning this year with a capital reserve for
future building to be funded from monies
received from Current Use penalties. This
approach will allow us to raise a significant
amount of money without taxing the residents.
A great deal of time was spent researching and
discussing the apparent duplication of funding
for transportation of the Town's elderly.
Atkinson has historically contributed to outside
organizations, such as Lamprey Health Care,
which provide transportation. In recent years the
Town's Elderly Affairs service has evolved into
a separate department. Budgeting for these
services was originally through a line item
within the Police Department budget. This new
department provides, along with other services,
transportation for the elderly. Originally
proposed as an operating budget line item, a
warrant article was added to address the funding
of a leased car for elderly transport. As a
warrant article the voters will decide if they
want to fund and expand this service in this
manner. The recommendation of this committee
is that 2003 is not the time to enter into an
automobile lease agreement for this purpose.
We recommend continuing this program as it is








Brian Boyle, Selectmen ex-officio
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Building Inspector
2002 Building remains flat. Few projects were proposed this year and only 1 1 single-family dwellmg
permits were issued. The approximate building permit value for construction has gone from
$21,168,568 in 2001 to $7,982,526 in 2002. Commercial lots in town are few.
Remember: Building Permits are generally
needed for anything other than ordinary
repairs. Call the office ifyou are not sure.
PLAN AHEAD FOR PERMITING -
Applications can be submitted on Monday
evenings between 7 P.M. to 8:30 P.M.
Go to the Atkinson Web Site w ww. tow n-
atkinsonnh.com to check on requirements for
building permits and pool permits, office hours
and names and phone numbers of inspectors.
2002 Building Permits issued were for the
following;
Type Number of Permits*
New Homes
Cable Advisory Committee
v!to the residents of Atkinson
In September 2002, 1 was elected as the new Chairman of the Atkinson Cable Advisory Committee. As
long time members of the board, Armand Cote, Dick Magoon and myself have been working tirelessly
toward renewing our franchise agreement with the local cable company. Our goal has been and will
continue to be securing the best cable service options available for the residents of the town of Atkinson.
The committee would like to welcome two new
members, Brian Kaye and David Boyle. They
volunteered to fill vacancies that occurred due
to the resignations of some long time members.
New members are invited to join now and fill
current openings.
A little history on where we stand today. The
Cable Board was working hard towards
finalizing an agreement with Harron a few years
back when they abruptly walked away from
negotiations. We soon found out why. They
were in the process of being bought out by
Adelphia. After the sale was completed, we
again began negotiations to secure a contract
with Adelphia Cable. The board met with a
parade of new representatives from their
company, all filled with promises to rebuild the
system, string new fiber lines and deliver high
speed internet service. Many people in town
read about all the new services they would have
access to. In mailings to customers, Adelphia
promised this new service would be available in
Atkinson by October 2002. Before we were
able to get a signed commitment for this date
from the company, Adelphia filed for
bankruptcy. This filing stopped all rebuild work
by the company and put a hold on current
negotiations.
The biggest problem we face at the current time
is they are unable to commit to a timeframe for
rebuilding our system and delivering the
promised high-speed internet service we all
desire. I regret to tell you we were recently
informed the bankruptcy court did not approve
the budget money needed by the company to
perform this rebuild work in 2003, Company
officials are telling us their hands are tied due to
the bankruptcy court approval process and they
have no answer to when we will be getting the
previously promised upgrades. At this point,
only towns with signed contracts are getting this
new service installed.
The board is exploring all options available to
deliver this high-speed internet service to the
town of Atkinson. Any suggestions or ideas







yThe Atkinson Conservation Commission is an all-volunteer group, which is appointed by the Board of
Selectmen. It operates under the auspices of New Hampshire RSA 36-A, which empowers the
Conservation Commission to provide "for the proper utilization and protection of the natural resources
and for the protection of watershed resources of said city or town." The Commission is the only local
board specifically charged to protect the natural resources of the Town, and as such, provides a focal
point within town government for environmental concerns. The Atkinson Conservation Commission
serves as an advisory board to the NH State Wetlands Bureau and the Atkinson Planning Board and
Zoning Board of Adjustment.
Year 2002 Activities
During 2002, the Conservation Commission was
kept busy in a variety of efforts to oversee and
protect the natural resources of our town that
would be potentially impacted by development
projects. In our advisory roles, we were called
upon numerous times to examine plans for new
developments, to conduct site walks, and to
provide opinions on many wetland zoning
variance requests.
Members of the Commission attended several
workshops throughout the year in an effort to
keep current on the latest conservation tools and
techniques. Topics of the workshops included
land easements and protection techniques,
landscape and biodiversity conservation, and
documentation and mapping of conservation
lands.
Prime Wetlands Study
The primary focus of the Commission's efforts
this past year was the effort to identify and
designate Atkinson's most valuable wetlands as
"prime wetlands". Prime wetland status is a
designation recognized under NH State Law,
which flags the wetland as worthy of extra
protection because of its uniqueness, fragility
and/or unspoiled character.
The project began last spring with a request for
proposals from wetland scientists and engineers
to inventory and study the town's wetlands, and
come up with a list of "candidate" prime
wetlands. Seven firms responded with bids, and
after a round of price negotiations. Natural
Resource Consulting Services (NRCS) of
Concord, NH was chosen to conduct the study.
Field studies were carried out in the late summer
and early fall, evaluating each wetland on the
basis of 14 different functional values. The final
report detailed eight candidate wetlands, of
which seven were chosen by the Commission to
be proposed for prime wetland status via a
special zoning warrant article.
However, after two public hearings, the
Planning Board decided not to move the Prime
Wetlands article to ballot, instead wishing to
take another year to study the issue. While the
Conservation Commission is disappointed in the
delay, we respect the Planning Board's decision,
and plan to work together with them over the
coming year to further publicize the issue and
educate the public as to the importance of this
designation. Please watch for announcements
about relevant public meetings and
informational sessions to be held in the coming
months.
The Conservation Fund
The Conservation Fund is a permanent fund
established by the Town for the purpose of open
space protection and preservation. The New
Hampshire state law RSA 36-A:5 permits the
establishment of a conservation fund to be used
for a variety of purposes, including natural
resource and watershed resource protection,
research into local land and water areas, and the
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Conservation Commission (Cont'd)
acquisition of land or an interest in land for the
purposes of the proper utilization and
conservation of such land.
At the Town Meeting of March 1998, the
townspeople of Atkinson approved a petitioned
Article that provided for the "deposit of all of
the revenues collected pursuant to RSA 79-A
(The Land Use Change Tax) in the
Conservation Fund to be used for land
acquisition". The passage of that article resulted
in a significant increase in the Conservation
Fund balance, providing much-needed funds for
potential land and open space protection
projects in our town. However, the language of
the article, strictly interpreted, means that the
only protection option available using any of the
money deposited into the Conservation Fund
since 1998 is the outright purchase of land.
None of the money deposited since 1998 may be
used for the purchase or acquisition of "an
interest" in land, such as a conservation
easement, nor may it be used for any of the
other purposes referenced in RSA 36-A. (Note
that the money which was used to pay for this
year's Prime Wetlands study was money which
was already in the Conservation Fund prior to
1998.)
In addition to outright purchases of land, the
Commission would like to have the freedom to
pursue alternative means of land protection such
as conservation easements and purchase of
development rights. In order to make that
possible, the Commission has, this year,
proposed a warrant article which would amend
the intent of the 1998 article to pennit the use of
the Conservation Fund money for the
acquisition of an interest in land or property
rights, such as a conservation easement on
property that would continue to be privately
held.
The purposes of such an acquisition and the
procedures utilized to effect such an acquisition
would not change, and would continue to be
governed by NH state laws.
Please help us to be more creative and flexible
in our conservation mission by voting "yes" on
this article!
The Commission is always interested in talking
with Atkinson landowners about the possibility
of acquiring or protecting land parcels which are
significant from an ecological and/or scenic
perspective, and about the variety of financial
arrangements and land use practices which can
be mutually beneficial to both the owner/seller
and to the Town. Many landowners are unaware
of the significant impact that inheritance taxes
can have on even a small to medium size estate
that includes land whose value has significantly
appreciated over the years. There have been
many cases where lack of proper planning has
resulted in a large inheritance tax, and the heirs
have been forced to sell off or develop property
which they had intended to keep in the family
for generations. The Commission is always
willing and available to help begin the land
protection education process. Please contact us!
Help Wanted!
The Conservation Commission is always
seeking additional new members and volunteers
for projects throughout the community. The
Commission consists of 7 full-time members,
appointed by the Selectmen for 3-year terms,
and 2 alternates, appointed for 1 year. Meetings
are held the P' Monday of each month at 7:30 in
the Town Hall. If you are interested in serving
on the Commission or simply curious about the
workings of the Commission, please attend a






We are also very interested in maintaining a
system of volunteer "land stewards" to help us
oversee and maintain our Town Forests and
Conservation Lands. Perhaps you live near one
of these parcels and use it on a regular basis, but
just aren't interested in becoming a regular
Commission member. If so, we would love to
hear from you! Our small and busy group would
gladly welcome any and all "eyes, ears, and
hands" in the field to let us know of any issues
and to help maintain the Town Lands in general.
Again please contact the Commission chairman
or the Atkinson Selectmen's office if you are
able to help.
2002 Conservation Fund Financial Statement
Beginning Balance - January 1, 2002 $728,475.17
Additions:














Jouring last year we have seen a substantial increase in the number of senior transports. We had over
239 requests for transports; doctors' visits, food shopping, hospital visits (non-emergency), and trips to
local rehab/health centers.
At the Police Station we have many medical
supplies. Some of the appliances we have
available are wheelchairs, walkers, shower
chairs, and crutches, just to name a few. If you
should find yourself in need of any medical
appliance, please give us a call and we will be
more than willing to have them delivered right
to your home.
It has been brought to my attention that some
residents have a concern that the officers that
are providing our senior transports are the duty
officers and that we are taking them off patrol to
assist our seniors with their transportation
needs. That is not the case. We have five (5)
Community Service Officers, (including
myself), that are dedicated to the task of taking
care of all senior needs.
Since we put the wheelchair van in service, we
have been able to assist many seniors (in non-
emergency situations) that otherwise would
have had to call a wheelchair transportation
company at a cost of about three hundred dollars
($300.00). This wheelchair service is only
available to Atkinson residents.
This year we have put in a Warrant Article to
replace the present vehicle that we are currently
using for our daily transports. This vehicle
presently has over 157,000 miles on it and is
now starting to be rather expensive to maintain.
We are asking the voters to allow us to lease a
new vehicle at a cost of four thousand six
hundred and sixty dollars ($4,660.00) per year
for four (4) years. Without a reliable vehicle we
will have to cancel all of our out of town
transports and many of our local transports as
well. It would sadden me greatly if this program
was curtailed in any fashion. My expectations
are to increase our Elderly Program to
encompass many new programs. I hope all
residents will overwhelmingly approve the
purchase of this new Elderly Affairs vehicle.
I could fill several pages listing all of the
present services that we provide our seniors, but
rather than do that I can summarize our services
in saying that we are a one-stop shopping for
any of our seniors" needs.
Any senior can feel free to contact me at any
time, either at the police station at 362-4001, or
at my home at 362-5627. Our Police
Department is here to provide individual ser\ ice
to all of our seniors, so please do not hesitate to
give us a call.
Respectfully Submitted,
Chief Philip V, Consentino.
Director of Elderlv Affairs
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Fire Department
sis I have watched our community continue to grow with increases in population and development I
have seen that it puts a strain on all the emergency services within our Town. This is not unique just to
Atkinson; our surrounding communities are feeling the same strain. Due to this growth we initiated a
pay call system for our volunteer firefighters and emergency medical personnel last year to help ease the
commitment needed to maintain a high level of education and certification. This was needed to provide
our residents with the most professional emergency responders for both fire and medical situations. The
members thank you for your support last year that instituted this program.
As the Town grows so do the needs of the fire
department. We are continuing to expand the
pressurized hydrant system with help from
developers. This has become a very valuable
asset to our fire fighting capabilities. We
currently have over 50 pressurized hydrants,
with growth our equipment needs increase. This
year we are proposing the purchase of a new fire
pumper, as outlined in our capital improvement
plan. We will propose a piece of apparatus
commonly known as a "Quint." This will allow
us to respond with many aspects of structural
firefighting on board one vehicle, maximizing
the efficiency of the fire department's first
response. I hope you will support us in this new
purchase.
The future of the department is uncertain.
However, as the needs of the community grow,
so must we. The members are working very
hard in volunteering many hours to maintain
and repair equipment and our facility. We are
currently working on finishing the second floor
of the station with donations we have received
and sweat equity of our members, with no tax
impact to the Town. Any assistance you can
provide would be greatly appreciated.
In closing I would like to thank the residents of
Atkinson for your continued support and
dedication to the development of an emergency
system throughout the community that you can
be proud of Without your support we cannot
contmue to provide the most affective and
efficient personnel and equipment needed to
protect the life and property within our
neighborhoods.






EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES STATISTICS
Number of incidents: 232
Number of Patients Seen: 263
Transports:
Anna Jaques Hospital 4
Boston Medical Center 2
Exeter Hospital 18
Holy Family Hospital 37
Lawrence General Hospital 25
Merrimack Valley Hospital 55
Parkland Medical Center 55
U-Mass. Medical Center 1
No Transports: 66
MedFlights: 3
Transports in Rescue 1: 2









Motor Vehicle Accidents: 43
Mutual Aid Calls: 5










2o02 was a trying and productive year. Do you remember the heat wave we enjoyed in January with
temperatures in the 60s? Snowfall for the year was down, but we had numerous ice storms and small
mundane storms. At the end of the year, the Highway Department returned $30,000 to the general fund,
that we didn't spend for snow removal. 2003 is starting out with a much different track, with the most
consecutive days of snow in local history. Hopefully, the storm track will moderate. I think we can all
use a break from plowing and shoveling.
I am very proud of the work your highway
workers and contractors performed during some
of the most dangerous and difficult conditions.
We can't park our trucks because of white outs,
black ice or freezing rain; that's when we are
needed the most. Weekends, holidays, even
Christmas we were needed and we were out
there. 1 truly believe that 99% of the public
appreciates what snow plow crews do and
understand that the only place the snow can go is
to the edge of the right-of-way. None of your
plow operators enjoy filling in your driveway or
packing snow around your mailbox, but it is
inevitable. The Town is responsible for clearing
the roadways and homeowners are responsible
for clearing private property.
This brings us to the 1% who seem not to
understand the realities of a New England
winter. Some residents snow blow their
driveways into the street, run and stand in front
of the plow trucks or even hit the trucks with
their snow shovels. This behavior makes our jobs
much more difficult and puts the Highway
workers, themselves and others in danger, but we
continue our task. The added expense to re-do
the streets that have already been cleared is a
cost we all have to bear. We all need to work
together with understanding to provide safe
roadways for motorists, fire and police vehicles
and most importantly, school buses.
Let's talk about the warmer months. Last April
we had record rainfall, which gave us a slow
start to the construction season. August we had a
record draught, which prolonged the construction
season. Once again, the Town was fortunate to
have Busby Construction as our low bidder for
our rehabilitation work, grinding up and
rebuilding Sunset Drive, Stonewall Terrace and
Coventry Road-Phase One. Busby's work crews
and equipment worked diligently installing
thousands of feet of drainage pipe and thousands
of tons of gravel to rebuild the base of the
roadways before Brox installed three inches of
fresh hot top. The end result is roads that we can
all be proud of
2003 rehabilitation work includes Highland
Road, Scottsdale Road, Juniper Lane, Sleepy
Hollow and Forest Street. This neighborhood
was built in the late 1950s and early 1960s. By
rebuilding a neighborhood, the Town should
save money in that the contractor needn't move
the equipment once they begin. By the volume of
work planned, approximately $350,000.00 as
estimated, is large enough that we should be
eligible for volume discounts from all the large
contractors.
Please support your highway articles and budget
at this year's Town Meeting and election. I
believe we have made great strides in bringing
our Highway Department up to appropriate
standards. Like the home you own, all highways
need maintenance and have a limited life span. It
is always wiser to spend a few dollars on
maintenance today to avoid thousands of dollars
in repairs tomorrow.






sl/e have continued the work of maintaining the appearance of the Reverend Stephen Peabody House.
New flooring was installed in the kitchen. A dedicated crew of members stripped the old wallpaper from
the Veteran's room, the walls were painted and a new rug added. All ceilings and all woodwork on the
second floor were also painted.
A friend of the Society, Mrs. Mary-Ann Murad
scanned many old photographs of homes m our
collection. The new photos are displayed and
the originals are being preserved. Mr. and Mrs.
Murad donated a computer to the Society and
graciously installed it and gave some lessons to
the members.
Many old scrapbooks have been reorganized
into acid-free books for preservation.
Before the Old Car Show in September, Fred
MacDonaid who has hosted the show for many
years announced that it would be the last. The
show was rained out on Labor Day and was held
on the following Saturday, the attendance was
lower than previous years.
Students from the Atkinson Academy and the
Timberlane Regional Middle School visited us
to ask questions and to use our document
collection as part of the historical projects at
their schools.
Our annual Christmas Open House had many
guests. Santa Claus made an appearance and
spent time with the children. Two troops of Girl
Scouts entertained the guests and sang
Christmas carols. The children painted the
wooden tree decorations to take home with
them. The guests were treated to home-baked
deserts that were served with punch, soda and
coffee.
The Historical Society museum is open to the
public on Wednesdays from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm
and on the first Sunday of each month from
10:00 am to 2:00 pm. Please come and visit. We






ince my recent appointment to the position of Civil Defense Director, now referred to as Homeland
Security Director, the position has taken on a new meaning. After September 1 1th, the Nation was
awakened to the vulnerability of our Homeland and Emergency Responders. Terrorists now exist and
operate within our borders, posing a potential risk to all of us.
As Homeland Security Director, I feel that the
emergency services currently operating within
our Community are actively preparing
themselves to respond to emergencies of these
types. Our department continues to rely on the
expertise of those services to assist in command
and control in major disasters, such as weather
related emergencies or terrorists acts that may
directly affect our residents.
Plans are being developed to move forward with
setting up an emergency operations center
within the Fire Department. This will provide
our emergency responders with the most current
and accurate information available to perfomi
their duties, in the event of an emergency.
1 am looking forward to the challenges and to
the continued development of this department,
and to assist local authorities in any way






vlthe last year has been a very exciting one for the Kimball Library. While many libraries in the area
have been cutting back, your library continued to increase its offerings.
In January we hired a new Director, Dan Walker.
Besides ensuring the library ran smoothly all
year, Dan has been important to all the major
accomplishments.
The library continued as before in offering the
latest and best books in print. However, this year
the video and DVD collections have been
upgraded to include many more recent offerings.
The library has always provided museum passes
which offer patrons free or reduced access to
New Hampshire and Boston museums. This year
the library added to that service by obtainmg
annual passes to Christa McAuliffe Planetarium,
Shaker Village in Canterbury and Strawberry
Banke and the Children's Museums in
Portsmouth. These purchases were made with a
grant from the Ruth G. Campbell Foundation.
The library expanded its hours on both Friday
and Saturday. This is to make the library more
accessible when you need it, and utilization
during those expanded times has been high.
Bi-directional high speed Internet access arrived
at the library in December. Due to the nature of
Atkinson's cable service, we are unable to have
broadband access any other way. This allows
library patrons to obtain information from the
Internet 10 times faster than with home dial-up.
It also enables the library to regularly update its
computer systems in a much more effective and
efficient manner.
The Internet access was the last expenditure of a
2001 warrant article to update systems within the
library. A new catalog system, with all the
necessary software, hardware, and networking
was installed during the year. All other software
and hardware in the library was also updated.
This has resulted in much higher productivity
from the library staff, and better intormation to
manage the library.
At the end of the year the trustees have been
working with the Selectmen and the Budget
Committee to lay the groundwork for our main
project, a new library for the town of Atkinson.
Virtually every other town in the area has
updated their library, and it's clear, looking at
our existing library, that Atkinson's time is at
hand. Given the current tax environment
however, it appears more prudent to prepare by
establishing a reserve fund while simultaneously
contmuing a planning and design process. The
trustees have also been involved in related
private fund raising efforts to support the project.
We hope for your continued support and ask that
if you have not been recently in the librarv' to
stop by, speak with the staff, and find out what
we have to offer ever>' citizen of this town. We
believe we offer great value as a Town resource.




Trustees of the Kimball Library
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Planning Board
Another year has passed without significant new subdivisions; only ten condominium units and one
house lot have been created this year. Commercial site plans have been limited to changes to two
existing facilities.
The Planning Board has spent many hours
discussing compliance issues with previously
approved plans. One area of concern has been
the appropriate use and ownership of Open
Space in Clusters. Another concern has been the
ongoing compliance question with regard to
creation and completion of low-moderate
dwellings and the associated sale to qualified
buyers.
As we move into 2003 the Planning Board
presents articles for voter consideration, which
will update our Building Codes and reduce
associated redundancy. We also propose further
amendments to wording in our Low-Moderate
provisions in Zoning.
We anticipate support for a Conservation
Commission proposal to designate certain areas
of town as Prime Wetlands.
The outlook for new developments in town
continues to include '"in-fill" proposals where
smaller parcels may yield a few new building
lots. There are a few larger tracts, which carry
major development potential, but none have
been proposed to the Board at this time.
Planning Board Activity for 2002:
Kevin Camm, KLC Land Planning for
Reddy Home Builders - Low-Moderate
Cluster Plan of 5 - 2 bedroom townhouses on
property (12.8 Acres) located at 1 Eldon Way,
Map 7. Lot 139, TR2 Zone Approved 2/20/02,
Plan Recorded 4/9/02 - D29737.
MHF Design Consultants, Inc. for
Freshwater Farms and Rick Schafer Lot
Consolidation of 3 lots - Map 16, Lot 76 and
Map 20, Lot 17 with Map 20, Lot 7 and Lot
Line Adjustment of Map 20, Lot 7 and Lot 6 to
add 6 acres to Map 20, Lot 6 to add 6 acres to
Map 20, Lot 6. Property located on KipCam
Road and Hall Farm Road, CI Zone. Approved
6/19/02, Plan Recorded 8/13/02 - D30028.
John Feuer (Feuer Lumber Co.) - Minor Site
Plan Review to relocate and increase a
previously approved building and addition to an
existing building. Previously approved Site
Plan dated 9/19/95. Property located at 136
Main Street, Map 13, Lot 25, RR2 Zone.
Approved 6/19/02 ~ Plan not recorded.
Alex Deltwas - Two lot Subdivision Plan on 5 +
acre lot on property located at 61 Providence
Hill Road, Map 6, Lot 21, RR2 Zone. Approved
9/19/02, Plan Recorded 9/19/02 - D30098.
Bay State Design Associates for Verizon -
Minor Site Plan change for a proposed
installation of a 9'xl4' concrete pad and
environmentally enclosed generator and
removal of an existing concrete pad on property
located on Main Street, Map 13, Lot 2, TC
Zone. Approved 10/16/02, Plan recording
pending.
Meisner Brem Corporation for D & D
Wholesale Tile, Inc. - Commercial Site Plan to
construct 3 buildings on property owned by
North End Blvd. Corp. located on Industrial







JBuring the year of 2002, the Police Department was able to continue to have one of the lowest crime
rates in the area. This has been accomplished by providing regular patrols in the neighborhoods. By
having constant patrols in the neighborhood, we have been able to show a strong police presence and
thus we have been able to keep crime at its present low level.
During last year we presented many new
programs at the Atkinson Academy. Both
teachers and the children have accepted our
presence and we are planning many more safety
programs during the coming year.
Last year we conducted our 24"' annual coloring
contest for the children at the Atkinson
Academy. We had a great participation from the
children and they really appreciated all of the
prizes we handed out.
For 2002 we are proposing that the voters allow
us to continue our neighborhood patrols. The
community service officer patrols our
residential streets and keeps an eye on our
homes. He gets acquainted with our residents
and stops to talk and hand out junior police
badges to our young children. When he sees a
car that seems to be out of place or finds a door
open, he has the duty officer respond to further
check things out. Last year this new program
was funded by a federal grant, this year we will
be funding a portion of the officers" hourly pay.
We are asking the voters to approve a warrant
article in the amount of $5,616.00 so we may
continue this valuable program. This amount
will be offset by a grant in the amount of
$3,000.00. Your support on this program would
be greatly appreciated.
In August of this year, I will be celebrating my
thirty-fifth (35"') year as a member of the police
department, serving as your Chief for the past
twenty-five (25) years. Over the years I have
seen a lot of changes within the police
department. One of our goals was to expand on
our Senior Citizen Program; I am pleased to say
we have accomplished that goal.
1 have in the past, and will continue in the
future, to make myself available to any
Atkinson resident day or night. I can be reached
at the Police Station at 362-4001, or at my
residence at 362-5627. All members of the
Police Department are dedicated in providing
the residents of Atkinson with the most efficient
and professional police serv ices possible. Please
drive defensively, love and respect thy neighbor,







07 hat a strong year for Recreation in Atkinson! We are striving to provide more and more
opportunities for everyone to get out, relax, unwind, and have fun or just sit and chati
The Seniors are very active with their programs
of walking, Tai Chi, bridge, whist and yoga.
And their volunteer spirits are alive and well,
too. Some new activities this year were the
Veterans Club, educational seminars and card
making classes at the Community Center.
We sponsored trips for all Atkinson residents to
the JFK Library and Museum (Jacqueline
Kennedy: The White House Years); New
England Flower Show; Mohegan Sun Casino;
Newport Mansions, Newport. Rl; Boston Duck
Tour; Lowell Spinners Baseball;
Kennebunkport, ME; Foliage Trip (Rickety
Place and Frye's Measure Mill); Foxwood
Casino; Radio City Music Hall (New York
City); and North Shore Music Theater ("A
Christmas Carol").
We continued with our regular events including
the Spring Fishing Derby, Easter Egg Hunt, and
Make a Difference Day. We added a Town
Wide Clean-up Day which was a wonderful
success! It brought together many volunteers of
all ages who worked side by side to clean and
beautify our town.
The summer Sun 'n Fun and Sequel programs
welcomed many new counselors and directors
this year to the delight of the children. Thank
you to our young people who not only enjoyed
the fun and the sun, but performed some
valuable community service projects. They also
entertained the seniors at a luncheon with a very
popular lip sync program.
The volunteer spirit is alive and growing strong
in our town! Special thanks are extended to Al
Bradley for his invaluable contributions to the
new energy saving lighting installed at the
Community Center; Jake Collins for making the
Fishing Derby what it is; the Garden and
Women's Civic Clubs for their efforts on the
senior luncheons and teas; and to Girl Scout
Troops 119 and 29 for their generous
contributions to the Holiday Senior Luncheon.
Mark the Memorial Day Parade on your
calendars. Patriotism, caring and good will are
truly exemplified by the participation of our
residents.
Lets make 2003 a year of continued strong





March 18 N.E. Flower Show at Bayside Expo Center in Boston, tickets are $15.00, includes deluxe
bus ride and tickets for the Hower show-
March 22"'' Museum of Science, "Treasurers of Ancient Egypt - Quest of Immorality", $24/Adult,
$22/Senior(60+). $19/Child(3-ll)
April 2"'' Mohegan Sun Casino Day Trip, $10.00 for Atkinson residents and $15.00 for non-
residents, include deluxe bus ride and bonus tickets
April 19"" Senior Spring Social, noon to 2:00 pin at the Community Center, light meal and dessert
will be served, and music Please call to reserve your seat.
Please contact Noriko Yoshida-Travers, 362-55i\, forfurther information.
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Supervisors Of The Checklist
vibhe Supervisors of the Checklist had a busy year in 2002. We had three elections; the March Town
Election, State ofNH Primary in September, and the NH General Election held in November.
The Supervisors of the Checklist duties are, to
keep updated and corrected checklists at all
times. These updated Checklists are always
posted at the Town Clerks Office and are for the
public to view.
The Supervisors register new residents at certain
sessions of the year, also new residents may
register to vote at the Town Clerks Office
during their normal business hours, or register
on election day at the polls. Proof of residency
must be shown at these registrations. We thank
all the residents for their support and interest in
voting at the elections.
The 4,525 new registered voters were added
from November 2002 to January 10, 2003.
Respectfully submitted,
Martha E. MacDonald, Chairman
Supervisors of the Checklist
-57
Tax Collector's Report
VtUhe 2002 Tax Year proved to be a very exciting year with many changes that I am sure you read about
in or heard on the news.
We welcomed your new Deputy Tax Collector,
Patricia Macomber, who is a longtime resident,
wife and mother of two. Amongst the many
other jobs she does so well we appreciate her
hard work and pleasantness here in the Tax
Collector's Office.
We said goodbye and good luck to our
Commissioner of DRA, Mr. Stanley Arnold,
who retired this year and welcomed our Acting
Commissioner, Ms. Barbara Reid.
We were saddened to hear the news that after 22
years of service to our town, our Municipal
Auditor, Richard "Dick" Teriault was
transferred to another area. We wish him all the
best. We welcomed our new Municipal Auditor,
Mr. Don Borror. We are confident that working
with Don will be an excellent experience.
Finally, we saw our tax dollars at work when
our Performing Arts Center was finished and
finally opened for use.
The State Education Tax situation has yet to be
settled, but since we have a new and aggressn e
Governor maybe this will be the year.
Pat Macomber and I collected 97°o of the total
tax committed to us for collection and we thank
all of the Residents of Atkinson for making that
possible.
I was able to attend a spring workshop that gave
me the opportunity to be updated on the newest
legislative news and all the new laws that
concerned the fascinating world of Real Estate
Tax Collecting. I was also able to attend this
year's conference in September for a more
intense three days of learning the current, new,
and some upcommg laws and regulations. It was
truly an excellent experience. Thank you for the
opportunity.
Pat and I went on a field trip to the Registry of
Deeds to familiarize ourselves with how they
conduct business and why we needed to comply
with their requests, it proved to be very
educational. We have also attended user
meetings at Avitar Associates in Chichester
N.H. Avitar is the company that provides us
with the wonderful computer software that we
use in the office.
We look forward to working with you
throughout this year and ask that you always
feel free to call or stop by with any questions





Vital Statistics - Births 2002














Fay, Lily Rose Dorothy
Fleming, Cody Alexander
George, Madison Taylor













St Jean, Zachar\' James
Sickel, Brady Arthur
Smith, Lyle James
Van Ry, Olivia Georgee
Ward, Luke Benjamin
11/07/02
Vital Statistics - Deaths 2002
Name of Deceased Date Name of Parents
Aloi, GailL. 03/10/02
Bailey, John W. 12/12/02
Barry, Augusta 06/26/02
Beeson, Rose 04/28/02
Bonin, Roger P. 08/03/02
Cereno, Gary 03/07/02
Daly, Michael F. 07/31/02
Daynard, Kenneth R, 06/02/02
Delpercio, Louis J. 02/04/02
Demars, Mary L. 09/01/02
DiVincentis, Lucy 04/15/02
Elliott, Robert A. 07/25/02
Forenza, Doris 05/29/02
Fransen, Dorothy 11/10/02
Garrison, Alma W. 01/06/02
Gulliver, Gerald R. 09/07/02
Holbrook, John W. 04/19/02
Huntress, Richard E. 12/04/02
lacobello, Marco 03/29/02
Judge, Chester H. 10/29/02
Judge, Rita Noreen 02/05/02
Leone, John R. 10/12/02
McGregor, Fred D. Jr 02/0 1 /02
Mcllvoy, Rockwell Dianne 09/18/02
MacDonald, Adriana C. 03/1 6/02
Magnuson, Carl R. 11/18/02
Marr, Owen A. 06/24/02
Neily, Clement M. 09/01/02
Ordway, Madeliene L. 08/15/02
Painten, Mary B. 10/24/02
Panos, Martha 10/13/02
Poloian, Elinor J. 11/24/02
Purcel 1 , Marguerite T. 02/0 1 /02
Salvi, Rudolph 09/05/02
Sunani, Loretta R. 07/07/02
Tombarello, Claire R. M. 01/25/02
Trites, Richard 03/30/02
Vitale, Hector F 04/18/02
Reinhold, Carl / Ferhm, Grace
Bailey, Frank / Johnson, Ava Mae
Zeh, Jay / Clock, Laura
Bonin, Napoleon / Bouchard, Yvonne
Cereno, Robert / Barberio, Laura
Daly, Patrick / Hart, Bridget
Daynard, Alexander L / Krauch, Germaine J.
Elliott, Ray A. / Kirk, Mildred
Kopke, Herbert A. / Randolf, Marie
Cardarelli, Luigi / Bencivengo, Maria
Weaver, Nelson / Immel, Freida
Gulliver, Joseph / McEwen, Alma
Huntress, Rogal Percival / Crosby, Flossie J,
Dziedzic, Lucas / Unknown, Victoria
Leone. Joseph A. / Vallete, Celeste
McGregor, Fred D. Sr. / Bennett, Mary
Rockwell, David J. / Clark, Doris
Magnuson, Gustave / Kristenson, Jennie
Marr, Alexander / Gross, Ruby
Gate. John / Emery, Mary
Maclean, John / MacDonald, Lexie Ann
Schacht, Walter / Surette, Julia
Collins, Joseph / Leonard, Margaret
Salvi, Frank / Riela, Grace
Bieda, Stanley / Gawron, Helen
Maranto, James / Latorre, Clara
Trites, Earl / Doherty, Katherine
Vitale, Rafael / Carlino, Enninia
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Vital Statistics - Marriages 2002
Groom / Residence Bride / Residence Date
2001 Corrections
Atkins, Thomas W JR / Danville, NH Davison, Bethany L. / Danville, NH 08/11/01
2002
Allen, Brian D / Methuen, MA
Barry, Brian M / Haverhill, MA
Bertholdt, William A / Atkinson, NH
Blackadar, James C / Atkinson, NH
Brennan, Sean M / Bradford, MA
Brown, Nicholas A / Platina, CA
Bynum, John W / Haverhill, MA
Carnibba, Jason J / Atkinson, NH
Censullo, David A / Methuen, MA
Chabot, Robert P / Atkinson, NH
Cresta, Timothy J / Methuen, MA
Dawber, Peter A / Atkinson, NH
Dellagrotte, Joseph A / Atkinson, NH
Devaney, Martin B / Atkinson. NH
Di Marino, Peter M / PI ai stow, NH
Dubois, Jason E / Atkinson, NH
Elias, Michael D / Manchester. NH
Ellis, Jason D / Atkinson, NH
Franceschino, Roberto P / Montecatini Tenne, Italy
Fried, Matthew D / Ossining, NY
Gamache, Jason M / Atkinson, NH
Gingsberg, Mark A / Seabrook, NH
Hobgood, Brian J / Atkinson, NH
Jappe, Paul H / Atkinson, NH
Lessard, James / Haverhill, MA
Little. Russell P / Kingston, NH
Kin, Alan / Buriington. MA
Masone, Paul R / Atkinson, NH
Mattison, Eric J / Yarmouth, ME
Nelson, Richard P JR / Amesbury, MA
O'Neill, Edward B Jr / Norwell, MA
Petrilli, Michael W II / Salem, NH
Phillips, Daniel C / Haverhill, MA
Podesta, Carios E / Atkinson, NH
Richardson, Derek M / Atkinson, NH
Rossetti, Edward J / Atkinson, NH
Rousseau, Daniel R / Haverhill, MA
Salisbury, Mark E / Atkinson, NH
Sanders, Kevin B / Clinton. MA
Schott, Michael R / Atkinson, NH
Shah, Sunit H / Atkinson, NH
Shikes, Daniel S / Naples, FL
Standley, Chad K / Atkinson, NH
Thompson, Brent A / Atkinson, NH
Twine, Irving M / Nashua, NH
Valvanis, John N / Atkinson, NH
Wainwright, Paul F / Atkinson, NH
Lewis, Natalie A. / Methuen, MA 04/06/02
Page, Pauline L, / Haverhill, MA 04/27/02
Cavemo, LouAnn / Atkinson, NH 02/24/02
LaPlume, Kelly J. / Atkinson, NH 1 0/05/02
Stasko, Alicia B, / Bradford, MA 09/07/02
Martens, Damelle M. / Haverhill, MA 09/29/02
Bowman, Kie L. / Haverhill, MA 09/20/02
Schlottmann, Mary R, / Atkinson, NH 07/13/02
Belair, Rebecca A / Methuen, MA 02/16/02
Sanverm, Lalida / Udon Thani, Thailand 08/25/02
Hooley, Kelly A / Derry, NH 09/14/02
Arlin, Lisa C^ / Atkinson, NH 08/18/02
Downey, Andrea L / Atkinson, NH 06/15/02
Curry, Michele / Atkinson, NH 09/06/02
Troy, Kristin L. / Atkinson, NH 08/3 1/02
Donegan, Darcie F / Atkinson, NH 1 0/05/02
Dean, Johanna L / Manchester, NH 1 0/04/02
McCarthy, Kathryn A, / North Andover, MA 09/06/02
Kennedy, Kimberiy K. / Atkinson, NH 04/13/02
Hiett, Tara N. / Atkinson, NH 03/16/02
Davis, Laura L. / Atkinson, NH 06/22/02
VanSteensburg, Cheryl T / Seabrook, NH 07/05/02
McCusker, Jennifer L / Atkinson, NH 07/20/02
McConnell, Morag C. / Atkinson, NH 10/26/02
Edmondson, Katie M^ / Atkinson, NH 08/27/02
Short, Natasha R. / Atkinson. NH 07/20/02
Wong, Esther W, / Buriington. Ma 07/06/02
Miskimon, Margaret J / Atkinson. NH 08/10/02
Grimes. Kate E / Yarmouth, ME 10/19/02
Vogler, Shari L, / Salisbury, MA 05/04/02
Malo, Cheri-Anne / Atkinson, NH 07/28/02
Joyce, Stephanie M. / Atkinson, NH 07/27/02
Moschetto, Marie A / Atkinson, NH 12/13/02
Newton, Michele Y / Atkinson, NH 10/26/02
Lussier, Renee S, / Pelham, NH 06/30/02
Berg, Patricia M / Atkinson, NH 08/03/02
Greenwood, Danyelle M / Haverhill, MA 06/01/02
Tucker, Kwon A, / Atkinson, NH 05/04/02
Stanley, Melissa A. / Clinton, MA 06/08/02
McKane, Margaret L, / Atkinson, NH 03/23/02
Sheth, Pinky P. / Bombay, India 07/26/02
Goenner, Millie A, / Naples, FL 06/29/02
Councilman. Janine M / Atkinson, NH 07/03/02
Crawford, Cheryl M, / Kingston, NH 09/27/02
Warren, Jamie L. / Atkinson, NH 06/30/02
Buckley, Katherine M. / Atkinson, NH 10/12/02
Crowe, Judith M. / Atkinson, NH 07/20/02
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Zoning Board Of Adjustment
gearings during the year 2002 were concerned with requests for the following:
Variances to the Atkinson Zoning Ordinance (11)
Special Exceptions allowed by the Atkinson Zoning Ordinance ( 27 )
Administrative Appeals ( 6 )
Equitable Waivers ( )
Rehearing requests ( 3 )
THIS YEAR HEARING RESULTS WERE AS FOLLOWS:
Purpose of Hearing
Family Mediation & Juvenile Services
Of Southern Rockingham County
16 Academy Avenue - Atkinson, NH 0381
1
(603) 362-9957 - info@familymediation.mv.com
2002 Annual Report
'ver this last year, we provided services to 759 youths from the towns of Atkinson, Danville,
Hampstead, Kingston, Newton, Plaistow and Salem. This sustained growth was due, in part, to active
involvement in the communit\', by the presentation of workshops of a wider variety while collaborating
more creatively with our school referral sources. As individuals become more aware of our programs
through these workshops, more direct referrals are made to our programs, which include: Parent-Child
Mediation; Peer Mediation; Challenge Course (Drug and Alcohol Abuse); TLC (Anger Management);
SSTOP (Stop Shoplifting Teens Option Program); Up In Smoke (Tobacco Education); Community
Service and Restitution Programs.
In 2002 we received a grant to establish a
parenting component for the Challenge and TLC
Courses. The first of twelve parenting classes
began in January and, based on the feedback
from the parents, have been a tremendous
success. These classes assist parents to learn
alternative skills of communicating and
interacting with their youth, which allows a
better understanding of their youth's daily
challenges. The outcome is a more creative,
positive family dynamic, which leads to
decreased drug/alcohol use and lessens violence
in the community.
New tobacco educations workshops are being
added to in-school health classes. Early
intervention is imperative when dealing with
such an addictive substance as tobacco. Last
year the workshops were presented to 330
youth, with positive feedback.
We have conducted peer mediations in sexeral
schools. It's been very well received by the
youth and by the school personnel. They
indicate it has been extremely helpful in
resolving disputes. We are continuing to refresh
our curriculums based on feedback from the
participants and through our collaborative
efforts with other agencies.
Through our efforts to increase Community
Service worksites, we have added additional
opportunities throughout our catchment area.
The community reaps the benefits from the jobs
completed by the youth 'working off their
offense(s), while the youth learn important life
skills.
We continue to work with other community
agencies. We again participated in Hampstead
Middle School's Project Respect. We receive
ver\ positu e feedback from participants and
parents appreciative of the qualit\' services we
proxide.
Family Mediation & Juvenile Services is
pleased to be celebrating its 20'*^ anniversary' this
year. The agency could not have accomplished
this longevity without dedicated staff,
volunteers (mediators, community service
supervisors, town representatives, donors, etc.).
Judges and Towns. We look forward to the
Town of Atkinson continuing their many years
of support and commitment to our agency.
Respectfully siihiiul ted,
Patrick R. Judge,
Chairman, Board of Directors
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New Hampshire Preservation Alliance
OLD NEW HAMPSHIRE BARNS
A new State Law (RSA 79-D) creates a mechanism to encourage preservation of old New Hampshire
bams and other historic agricultural buildings.
RSA 79-D authorizes towns and other municipalities to grant property tax relief to bam owners who (a)
can demonstrate the public benefit of preserving their bams or other old farm buildings, and (b) agree to
maintain structures throughout a minimum 10-year preservation easement.
The Purpose
The new law is based on widespread recognition that many of New Hampshire's old barns and other
farm buildings are important local scenic landmarks and help tell the story of agriculture in the state's
history. Yet many of these historic structures are being demolished or not repaired because of the
adverse impact of property taxes. RSA 79-D is intended to encourage barn owners to maintain and
repair their buildings by granting them specific tax relief and assuring them that assessments will not be
increased as a result of new repair work.
The Mechanism
The program represents a uniquely New Hampshire approach, which is strictly voluntary on the part of
the property owner, and combines statewide eligibility criteria and guidelines with decision-making and
implementation at the local level. It is closely modeled after New Hampshire's discretionary easement
program (RSA 79-C), which authorizes local governments to grant property tax relief to encourage
preservation of open land.
On or before April 1 5 of the new tax year, any owner of an historic bam or other farm building may seek
relief by applying to their local goveming body (Board of Selectmen or city government) to grant a
discretionary preservation easement to the municipality and agreeing to maintain the structure in
keeping with its historic integrity and character during the term of the easement. The application,
executed on a form provided b\ the NH Department of Revenue Administration, is to include a map
showing the location of the structure(s) and a description of how the property meets the prescribed test
of public benefit.
The Board of Selectmen or city government, following a public hearing, will then have 60 days in which
to determine whether the proposed preservation of the structure is consistent with the purpose of the law.
If so, the municipality, in exercising its discretion, will acquire an easement on the structure for a
minimum often years and grant tax relief withm a range of a 25 to 75% reduction of the structure's full
assessed value. Maintaining and repairing the building will not result in an increase in its assessed value
for property tax purposes.
Eligibility
For this program, "historic agricultural structure" is defined as a barn or other structure, including the
land on which it is built, which currently or formerly was used for agricultural purposes, and is at least
75 years old. The test demonstrated public benefit shall be considered to have been met if the structure
complies with one or more of the following:
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1. Provides scenic enjoyment to the general public from a public road or waterway;
2. Is historically important on a local, regional, state or national level;
3. Contributes to the historic or cultural integrity of a property listed on or eligible for the
New Hampshire State of National Registers of Historic Places, or is in a locally designated
historic district.
In determining eligibility, the Selectboard or city government shall refer to statewide guidelines adopted
by the Historic Agricultural Advisory Committee, and may weigh the public benefit to be gained by the
preservation of the structure verses the tax revenue to be lost if the easement is accepted. The statewide
guidelines include whether there is local interest and support for the structure's preservation, its historic
and agricultural significance, and the degree to which tax relief will encourage its preservation.
In determining eligibility, the Selectboard or city government shall refer to statewide guidelines adopted
by the Historical Agricultural Structures Advisory Committee, and may weigh the public benefit to be
gained by the preservation of the structure verses the tax revenue to be lost if the easement is accepted.
The statewide guidelines include whether there is local interest and support for the structure's
preservation, its historic and agricultural significance, and the degree to which tax relief will encourage
its preservation.
More information can be obtained by contacting the New Hampshire Preservation Alliance. A final
version of the text for HB 522 is available on the state website,
wWW iiencoLirt. slate nh us lemslation 2002 'HB0522 html.
CHAPTER 79-D
DISCRETIONARY PRESERVATION EASEMENTS
79-D: 1 Declaration of Public Interest. It is hereby declared to be in the public interest to encourage the
preservation of historic agricultural structures which are potentially subject to decay or demolition, thus
maintaining the historic rural character or the state's landscape, sustaining agricultural traditions, and
providing an attractive scenic environment for work and recreation of the state's citizens and visitors. It
is further declared to be in the public interest to prevent the loss of historic agricultural structures due to
property taxation at values incompatible with their preservation. The means for encouraging
preservation of historic agricultural structures authorized by this chapter is the acquisition of
discretionary preservation easements by town or city governments to assure preservation of such
structures which provide a demonstrated public benefit.
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The Page Homestead. 129 Main Street (Bam - Circa 1894)
2002 Picture Courtesy of Mr. Paul Wainwright
Application For Committee Appointment
(i^ne of the advantages of living in a small town is the ability to participate in and contribute to the
activities and programs, which are offered by the Town to its residents. Atkinson is fortunate to have a
history of strong volunteerism and offers the opportunity to all residents of the Town to continue this
tradition.
Boards, commissions, and committee are made up of volunteers. Community Center and recreation
programs, public access TV, parades, celebrations, and beautification projects are successful due to the
efforts of the Atkinson residents.
If you are a registered voter of Atkinson and would like to serve as a member on one of the following,
please note your area of interest and return this form to the Selectmen's Office. Thank you.
Board of Adjustment Building Needs Committee
Cable TV Advisory Committee Conservation Commission
Highway Safety Committee Planning Board
Recreation Commission Recycling Committee









SELECTMEN'S OFFICE • 362-5266
Weekdays: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm
TOWN CLERK • 362-4920
Monday: 8:30 am - 6:30 pm
Tuesday - Friday: 8:30 am - 4:00 pm










8:00 am - 4:00 pm
BUILDING INSPECTOR &
CODE ENFORCEMENT • 362-5761
Weekdays:
Monday:
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
7:00 pm - 8:30 pm
ANIMAL CONTROL DEPARTMENT
Emergency Number • 362-4739
FIRE DEPARTMENT • Emergency • 911
Business Number • 362-53 1
1
POLICE DEPARTMENT • Emergency • 911
Business Number • 362-4001
Monday: 7:00 am - 9:00 pm
Tuesday - Friday: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Saturday: 9:00 am - 1:00 pm
KIMBALL LIBRARY • 362-5234
Weekdays: 10:00 am - 8:00 pm
Saturday: 10:00 am - 3:00 pm
COMMUNITY CENTER • 362-5531
Monday: 9:00 am - 2:00 pm
Tuesday - Friday: 9:00 am -11:00 am
TOWN GARAGE • 362-4010
BRUSH DUMP/RECYCLING STATION
Wednesday: 12:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Saturday & Sunday: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
SCHEDULE OFMONTHL YMEETINGS
Board of Selectmen: Mondays at 7:30 pm
Budget Committee: 2'"' Tuesday
Conservation Commission: T' Monday
Planning Board: T' & 3'^' Wednesday
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